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Abstract 

Communicative Language teaching is the need of the day as we run for fluency in the 

second language, English. Pronouncing the words correctly is the tough task faced by L2 

learners. Learners of English cannot be taught pronunciation in a common way as they 

differ from each other by their mother tongue. L1’s impact on learning L2 should be 

taken into consideration while teaching pronunciation. The teacher of pronunciation 

should focus also on the goals of the learner which urged the betterment of their 

pronunciation. The varying factors like age, exposure for English, motivation for 

studying English and the learners’ goals in speaking and pronunciation should be 

considered. This paper will discuss about the varying methods and techniques to teach 

pronunciation to students of various circumstances. 

Key expressions 

 Pronunciation, L1 influence, speaking needs, teaching strategies. 

 

Background of the study 

 More than accuracy and fluency, pronunciation is the need of a conversation. The speaker 

can convey their ideas to the listener only with correct pronunciation. If the speaker, pronounce a 

word wrongly, the listener will mistake it for any other word which sounds so then the whole 

meaning will change. English, the foreign tongue to be well-versed needs proper guidance. The 

focus is on L2 teachers to make the students trained in the language skills. Pronunciation is 

taught now-a-days with focus on the transcription of the words to speech sounds. Students are 

tested in pronunciation in the same way. It should be taught not only for transcribing to the 

phonetic forms but also for the purpose of uttering it. Students even after completing 
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pronunciation courses fail to pronounce perfectly. This paper will illustrate some changes to be 

made in pronunciation courses to make the students articulate the words rightly.  

Aim of the study 

 The present study is made after the fear and neglect that students have for pronunciation. 

It aims in changing the ways of teaching pronunciation of English to make the learners articulate 

the sounds correctly while communicating. It illustrates the need for learning pronunciation of a 

second language. It discusses the problems in the present way of pronunciation teaching. It 

emphasizes the need for the change to be made in the teaching of the speech sounds. It focuses 

on the practical application of the speech sounds rather than giving importance to the 

transcription of the phonemic alphabets. 

Review of literature 

 This paper analyses the way of pronunciation teaching and its impacts on students. 

Morley (1979) describes pronunciation learning as functional intelligibility and functional 

communicability. Intelligibility refers to knowledge of an accent that does not distract the 

listener. Communicability refers to how well the learner functions in particular communicative 

situations. Morley (1994) says of a pronunciation teacher as a ‘language coach’ who supplies 

information, gives models, provides a variety of practice opportunities and supports and 

encourages the learner. These words describe the importance of communicability with 

appropriate articulation of English. 

Hypothesis 

 The study for this paper is made with the assumption to shift the focus of teaching from 

pronunciation symbols to communicative usage with the explanation of some techniques. 

Research Questions 

 The present study is framed with the following research questions: 

1. Why students need a course on pronunciation? 

2. What should be taken into consideration in a pronunciation course? 

3. How can pronunciation be taught? 
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Discussions  

 English is the need of everyone though it is a second language. Learners are striving to 

master the skills of the language. Pronunciation of English sounds is found by many L2 learners 

of English as a tough part. Learners having Tamil as their mother tongue find difficulties like 

stress, and in pronouncing certain sounds as they are not present in their L1. Pronunciation is 

generally hard to learn as it is taught with the sound symbols which are not in the mother tongue. 

Learners are made to focus on these symbols to correct their pronunciation. Evaluating their 

knowledge on pronunciation is also made around these phonemic alphabets. Transcription of the 

word to sound symbols is tested. This treatment of phonetics teaching practiced now-a-days do 

not help the learners to articulate English perfectly.  

 Modern language teaching developed two general approaches to teaching of 

pronunciation. They are: Intuitive Imitative Approach and Analytic-Linguistic approach. The 

first approach depends on the learner’s ability to listen and to imitate the rhythm and sounds of 

the target language without any explicit information. The second approach on the other hand 

utilizes information and tools such as phonetic alphabets, articulatory descriptions and other aids 

to supplement listening, imitation and production. This approach was developed to complement 

rather than to replace the Intuitive Imitative Approach. Following this approach various teaching 

methods and approaches worked with genuine concern for teaching pronunciation. 

 Among the four major skills, Listening is the primary skill which leads to the 

development of all the other three skills. To listen and understand a foreign language in different 

accents is a difficult task. For beginners of a foreign language, listening and speaking (imitating) 

are the prime tools of learning. Therefore, they should first learn the sounds of the target 

language. Speaking, the next skill is the primary tool of communication. It always needs a 

receiver at the other end. It is a success only when the receiver understands the words of the 

speaker. Pronunciation takes its role here that without knowing the appropriate sounds one 

cannot listen or speak a language properly. 

 Pronunciation plays a vital role in listening and speaking which leads to understanding 

and comprehending the language. Learners need training to get thorough with the sounds of the 

target language. Only then they can understand the words of the speaker to whom they are 
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listening to and can answer them clearly. One who masters the grammar part of the language 

cannot master the language in whole if they lack pronunciation skills. In English, which is a 

stress timed language a complete study and training in the sounds and stress patterns is 

mandatory. Because, our mother tongue differ from the target language in different ways. 

English has new sounds which are not present in native tongue. And our mother tongue is a 

syllable timed language. These factors increase the need for proper training for the learners of 

English on pronunciation. 

 As our mother tongue and English vary, the learners of English and their purpose of 

learning it also vary. There are different features to be considered while teaching English 

pronunciation. They are: How old are the learners? What is their language background? What are 

their speaking and pronunciation goals? When these variables are addressed we can modify 

pronunciation instruction to that set of learners. The age of the learners is a key factor for 

accurate production of the speech sounds. Their second language background involves their 

proficiency and previous exposure to it, also need to be considered because these factors 

determine whether to make use of the phonemic alphabet and articulatory information about the 

sound system. Then the learner’s motivation to acquire intelligible or target like speech should 

be considered. Therefore, a part of work of a pronunciation teacher is to acknowledge the 

connection between pronunciation and identity to empower learners by offering them tools to 

achieve their goals. 

 Pronunciation learning which came into focus from the 19th century reached its peak as 

everyone knows the importance of pronouncing English well. A pronunciation class in common 

starts with the articulatory organs which are involved in production of sounds. It is followed by 

the description of the phonemic alphabets. The forty four phonemic alphabets are taught to the 

learners and they are asked to transcribe the words with the sounds. This helps the students to 

grasp the sounds and to find the appropriate places where they should be used. This helps them 

to get well versed with the phonemic alphabets. Then they are made to listen to native speaker’s 

pronunciation with the help of recorded voices. This will help them to learn how to pronounce 

the sounds. This is enough for teaching part the next part which includes testing and evaluation is 

in a pathetic situation. 
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When it comes to the part of testing the knowledge of a learner in pronunciation, teachers 

fail. Learners are tested in transcription only, which in no way help the learners to articulate. As 

they focus only on the phonemic alphabets and fail to practice to utter the sounds. This ends in 

the failure of the pronunciation course. Voice trainings given to them need to be tested. Rather 

than testing their knowledge of phonemic alphabets they should be well trained and tested in 

articulation of those sounds as articulating perfectly is the goal of the pronunciation course. 

Summation 

 This study focuses on the need for the knowledge of pronunciation as it is the source for 

listening and understanding, speaking and interpreting. Then it deals with factors to be 

considered while teaching pronunciation like age, previous exposure to English, and the goals 

they need to reach which needs a strong knowledge on pronunciation. And finally it discusses 

about the ways in which pronunciation teaching should be done and the changes to be made in 

the testing system of pronunciation of English. 
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